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Dear Massachusetts Biomass Energy Stakeholders:

I write to update you on the status ofthe Massachusetts Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS) as
it pertains to biomass energy.

Since the passage ofthe state's RPS legislation in 199? as well as similar programs in other
states in our region, renewable energy generation in Massachusetts and our n€ighboring states
has increased significantly to meet the dsing standard. We are currently seeing within our state
tremendous growth particularly in solar and wind power to help meet the RPS goals as well as
our greenhouse gas mandatgs. In addition, our state is now leading the nation in investment in
energy efficiency. Based on the MA RPS legislation, low emissions advanced biomass power
plants and other RPs-eligible souces have conributed meaningfully to the RPS supply and have
replaced fossil fuel power plants. Congress is now also actively working to establish a national
renewable level mandate modeled on state RPS programs, including ours in Massachusetts.

The Massachusetts RPS program, however, predates the development ofnew greeihouse gas
requirements promulgated in the Commonwealth, notably thrcugh the Global Waming
Solutions Act of2008. In recognition ofscientific questions about the sustainability ofbiomass
energy, both from a forest management and greenhouse gas perspective, Secretary of Energy and
Environmental Affairs lan Bowles directed DOER in June 2009 to revise our regulations to
include "sustainability'' requirements for elfible biomass fuel. In keeping with the Secretary's
directive, and pursuant to DOER'S authority to interpret and implement the RPS statute, DOER
has idcntified the "sustainability'' ofbiomass fuel - both from a forest management and
greenhouse gas perspective - as integal to the qualification ofthat fuel for the RPS. Therefore,
DOER recantly commissioned an analysis, led by the Manomet Center for Conservation
Sciences, to identify the best available science and policy options to meet this requirement and
appropriately direct and regulate the development ofbiomass energy for Massachusetts.

The Department ofEnergy Resourbes is committed to the continued go\ath ofrenewable en€rgy
for the Commonwealth. Our policies and programs for renewable energy are intricately tied to
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ow commitments to reduce greenhouse gas smissions and to protect our natural €nvirornent.
While we remain interested in the rcle that biomass energy can play in serving these intgrrelated
goals, we ar€ also keenly aware that the urregulated devglopment ofbiomass does not guarantee
that these goals will be met. Futher, we r€cognize that understanding the complex intelrelations
ofbiomass energy, forest management, and gr€enhouse gas accounting requires a scientific
approaah that takes full advantage ofthe available scientific literatue and objective research.

DOER will await the work ofthe Manomet analysis to infom the integration of"sustainability''
into our RPS regulation and our policy on biomass energy development generally. Until this
work is done, and the Commonwealth has the necessary confidenca that its incentives for
biomass energy will produce appropriately sustainable results, DOER will suspend its
consideration ofbiomass energy applications for qualification under the MA RPS program. All
biomass energy Statement ofQualification Applications which are either currently pending at
DOER or received by DOER, will be suspended, and no Statement ofQualifications will be
issued until DOER revises its RPS regulations to address the sustainability ofbiomass energy.
DOER will prcceed in as timely a manner as possible to resolve the uncertainty that these issues
have raised and anticipates that this susp€nsion may last approximately one year to allow time
for the Manomgt review and subsequent regulatory prccesses to conclude.

Sincerely,


